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The context

The lab: 

MIT Media Lab

The group:

Cognitive Machines group 



MIT Media Laboratory

A unique place!

Purpose:

Turn media into electronic form

Augment physical world w information (&HCI)

Mantras:

Publish or perish

Demo or die

Learn how to learn



Cognitive Machines Group

Goal:
Our goal is to create machines that learn to communicate in human-like 

ways by grasping the meaning of words in context 

AND to understand how children learn language through computational 

models of situated language acquisition 

A central problem:
The Symbol Grounding Problem

Paths:
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Introduction

Vision:

Cooperative Conversational Robots

Prerequisites: 

Natural language interaction, 

Intention Recognition, Action coordination

A platform: 

Ripley the “conversational helping hand”

Side benefits: Insights on semantics, cognitive architect., design & implementation



Vision

Vision:

Cooperative Conversational Robots

Applications:

Lab helpers

Household robots

Robonaut

Cars, theater lights, vacuum cleaners…

And many, many more!



Vision

Dummy Tool vs. Cooperative Assistant:

Tool: 

No autonomy – Needs continuous control

Human adapts to tool 

Tool does not know about human, objects & task

Cooperative Assistant:

Coordinated autonomy – Takes initiative

Assistant adapts to human

Assistant knows about human, objects & task



Prerequisites

Some Prerequisites:  

(… Imagine two people preparing food!)

1. Natural language interaction

Commands, Questions, Inform statements,

Declarations, Promises…

2. Intention Recognition

He’s looking at the tomatoes…what does he want?

3. Action coordination
Once he cuts the tomatoes, I’ll throw them in the pan



The Central Idea

How to fulfill the 

prerequisites?

One central idea:

SITUATION MODELS

that also contain

EMBEDDED MODELS 

of others

and that also enable

BIDIRECTIONALITY

between Senses<->Language



Steps taken

Practical steps taken:

Designed an Amodal Representation

called a Grounded Situation Model (GSM)

with special triple-layering

which can be customized

Implemented a Modular Architecture

in which the GSM 

is handled by a central module

.



Steps taken

Why THREE LAYERS in the GSM?

Consider an object (ball) which is part of a situation, 

and consider one of its properties (position).

Imagine that you:

C1) See a ball and notice its position under uncertainty

C2) Need to grasp the ball

C3) Hear that “the ball is at the center”

What is a natural representation of the position for each of C1-C3?

L1) Stochastic (n-D continuous distribution) (INFO FROM SENSES)

L2) Continuous (n-D continuous value) (ACTION PARAMETERS)

L3) Categorical (1-D discrete distribution) (INFO FROM/TO WORD)

Thus, we achieve connection to senses<->language…

(0.2, 0.34)



Steps taken

Theoretical steps taken:

Thought and wrote about: 

1. A hierarchy of agent models

2. Incremental design methods

producing a design given a 

behavioral specification

3. Using psychological tests

for specification / evaluation



Landmarks
Landmarks towards Vision:

Behavioral Specifications

“Token Test” – a test for 3-year children!



Novelties

News: (AAAI-05)

3 novelties above state-of-the-art

of conversational robots

1. Quantifying and expressing confidence in beliefs 

2. Imagining situations described through language (f.e. vision<->lang)

3. Remembering and resolving temporal referents

Also, most importantly: 

a working platform extensible in many directions.

a real-world system useful for reflecting on theory 

(semantics – cognitive architectures – implementing complex  systems)

Acknowledgements:
Cogmac is being led by Prof. Deb Roy (supervision and guidance). 

Kai-yuh Hsiao has created the motor control systems & net protocols.

Peter Gorniak & Niloy Mukherjee for earlier contributions, now obsolete.



Introduction – We have seen:

Vision Cooperative Conversational Robots
Prerequisites  

Steps takenGSM, Modular Archit, Theory

Landmarks The Token test for 3-year olds
Novel achievements 

Info through language AND senses

Uncertainty

Simple episodic memory



Ripley in Action

Old and newer videos!



Ripley in Action I

Early stages:

I. Motion training

II. Early GSM: Object Permanence

III. Early GSM: Viewpoint Switching

Note: the meaning of colors, sizes etc.

as well as the action verbs is learned



Deriving a GSM design 

through behavioral specs

Manipulator Robot sensing a table with objects.

We set the following behavioral goals for the robot:

1) Answering questions about the present physical context:
“What color is the one on the left?”

2) Quantifying and expressing confidence in beliefs
“Where is the red one?” (red object out of view for a while)

“Probably at the left, but maybe not”, 

3) Respond to spoken motor requests: 
“Look to the left”

“Hand me the small red one”

4) Imagining situations described through language:
“Imagine an object at the left”, 

“There is a small object at the right”. (& sensory updates!)

5) Remembering and resolving temporal referents: 
“What color was the object that was at the center of the table 

when the red one appeared?”.



Ripley in Action II



General Motivation

Four Fundamental Questions

The heart of my approach

The Proposed Answers



Four Fundamental 

Questions

Ε1) How to connect modules of vision, motor control and language?

Ε2) How can we unify theories of speech w sensing & acting?

Ε3) Are there “mental models” in the head?

E4) What is “meaning”?



Four Fundamental 

Questions

PRACTICAL: 
Ε1) If (and how) can we interconnect existing subsystems? 

(vision, language processing, motor control etc?)

And then, what is in the star? (Reps / Processes)

How do we map psychological terms:

Beliefs? Goals? Intentions? Emotions?

? “A blue ball”



Four Fundamental 

Questions

PRACTICAL:

Ε2) How can we bridge/unify speech with sensing and acting?
(examples: active sensing/speech planning)

Two metaphors:
� Seeing as asking

“I asked the chair what color it is 

by moving my head, eyes & attention, and it answered me”

QUESTION GENERATION AS ACTIVE SENSING

� Saying as moving things in minds

“I can change the position of a can with my hand,

I can change the beliefs of my friend about the can with my lips”

MIXED SPEECH/PHYSICAL ACTION PLANNING



Four Fundamental 

Questions

THEORETICAL:

Ε3) If (and how) is a mental model constructed 

with structure analogous to the situation

in which we are embedded, or are remembering / imagining?

What are its contents?

What are its main operations?



Four Fundamental 

Questions

THEORETICAL:
Ε4) What is the meaning of an utterance?

Where is it? How is it represented?

“A BLUE BALL” = ???

“JOHN KICKED THE BALL” = ???

“I LIKED REMEMBERING YESTERDAY’S LUNCH = ???”

Referential vs. Functional Meaning 

Semantics vs. Pragmatics

ONLY WHEN YOU HAVE 

EXPLICIT MODELS OF WORLDS AND MINDS 

YOU CAN HAVE RIGOROUS MODELS OF SIGN MEANING

MIND
(concepts)

WORLD
(objects)

SIGN
(words)

The “Semiotic Triangle”



The heart of my approach

My main approach:
The creation of amodal representations

which I name GSM (Grounded Situation Models)

gives a viable approach towards E1 and E2 

and naturally leads to positions regarding E3 and E4.

An answer to E3: 
The GSM acts roughly as a working “theatrical stage” in the mind, 

and contains models of: 

current 

remembered 

or imagined situations!



The Proposed Answers

An answer to E4:
The meaning of a heard utterance can be identified as the sum 
of the processes that will be initiated when it has been 
received by the system (a procedural semantics view). 

These processes are in turn also determined by the current 
state of the system, and are thus in turn determined by its 
structure, its training, and the recent heard utterances
(λεγόµενα) and perceived events (συµβάντα).

Thus, words are connected indirectly to the world, through 
these processes, the central hub of which is the mental model 
of the situation (i.e. the Grounded Situation Model - GSM).

Related work in cognitive science:
Sensory-motor grounding of symbols (Harnad)

Mental Models (Johnson-Laird, Zwaan etc.)



We have seen:

Four fundamental questions

Ε1) How to connect modules of vision, motor control and language?

Ε2) How can we unify theories of speech w sensing & acting?

Ε3) Are there “mental models” in the head?

E4) What is “meaning”?

My approach

Resulting answers to questions



In further detail…



Overview

1. Prelude:

Robots and Language

Challenges in cross-modal representation

What a GSM is and what it is not

Behavioral specs for GSM design

Previous Work

2. Exposition:

Embodiment, Structure, Algorithms,

Modular Architecture, Performance Evaluation

3. Finale:

Future directions, Conclusion, References



Part I: Prelude



Robots and Language

� As robots mature:
Natural Language increasingly important in Human-Robot Interaction 

Applications: Mechanical assistants (lab, space, elderly), 

consumer devices, cars, disembodied agents

� Larger effort:
Crangle and Suppes 1994, McGuire et al. 2002, Sofge et al. 2003, 
Roy, Hsiao and Mavridis 2004 and more!

� NLP and Grounding:
current NLP: discrete, symbolic – dictionary defs

robotics: noisy, uncertain, continuous signals

current semantics: no hooks for action/percept

� Where to start?
Situated language: here and now, as children do!



Challenges in 

cross-modal representation

� Mismatched levels of specificity!

� example: vision<->language

“there is a cup on the table”

� Action under uncertainty:

Grasping/drawing the cup?

� Generally: 

Sensory, motor, and linguistic sources differ in levels of specificity / 

ambiguity, yet must be aligned in order to enable sensory 

verification, cross-modal belief propagation, and action. 

� Also: what organisational principles should be applied in 

“carving out” the world? (ontology of situation)

� Our proposal: Grounded Situation Models



What the GSM is

and what it is not…

� The GSM is amodal – it is NOT:

� A viewer-dependent 2D image

� An absolute 3D physical model

(it even includes invisibles such as the beliefs of others)

� An unstructured list of language-like propositions

� The GSM is a representation:

� Accumulating information from multiple modalities

(vision, touch, proprioception, language)

� Which has a 

structure analogous to the situation

the robot is embedded in or is imagining

� Which might extend to the past / future (not only present)

� The GSM is NOT only a representation:

� But also a set of processes!



Driving a GSM design 

through behavioral specs

Manipulator Robot sensing a table with objects.

We set the following behavioral goals for the robot:

1) Answering questions about the present physical context:
“What color is the one on the left?”

2) Quantifying and expressing confidence in beliefs
“Where is the red one?” (red object out of view for a while)

“Probably at the left, but maybe not”, 

3) Respond to spoken motor requests: 
“Look to the left”

“Hand me the small red one”

4) Imagining situations described through language:
“Imagine an object at the left”, 

“There is a small object at the right”. (& sensory updates!)

5) Remembering and resolving temporal referents: 
“What color was the object that was at the center of the table 

when the red one appeared?”.



Previous work 1:

Cognitive Science

� Mainly language-to-model, not senses-to-model

� Johnson-Laird 1983:

Elaborate overall account, mainly focuses on:

language understanding

inference making (counterfactual reasoning)

� Zwaan / Randvansky 1998 (review paper):

Behavioral experiments reviewed:

probe the structure of human mental models

assess relevance of prime “dimensions”

(space, time, protagonist etc.). 

Again most involve only language (story understanding)!

� Here: explicate connection to both language AND senses!



Previous work 2:

Conversational Robotics
� We examine: Connecting language with perception and action, behavioral repertoire

� Crangle and Suppes 1994:
� Hypothetical robotic aids for disabled, natural-model semantics

� 3D physical model of environment hand-entered (positions etc.)

� McGuire et al. 2002:
� Bayes net connects visual to verbal info about objects

� Interpret gestures, visual attention… but only action requests!

� Sofge et al. 2003:
� Occupancy map built by range sensor data plays part of GSM role

� Objects are individuated, and spatial relations are exploited in answering 
questions and interpreting action requests.

� Breazeal et al. 2004:
� Vision: building humanoids that can act as cooperative partners (language not focused)

� Leonardo robot uses c5 codebase

� Central “Belief system” module interconnects speech, vision & action.

� Hierarchical “percept trees” classify sensory inputs to “snapshots” which are fed to the 
belief system, which decides whether to create/update beliefs about objects / properties. 

� Models human beliefs with representations having same structure (in us: embedded GSM)

� The system models attentional and referent focus (we don’t)



Novelties 

Compared to the other presented robots, our system exhibits 3 novelties:

N1. Quantifying and expressing confidence in beliefs 

N2. Imagining situations described through language

N3. Remembering and resolving temporal referents

Through N2, objects instantiated through language can be:

referred to, acted upon, and can also be visualised in mental imagery 

(thus enabling bidirectionality between language and vision)

GSM instrumental in obtaining novel abilities in general/expandable way



Part II: Exposition



Embodiment:

Ripley the Robot

� Hardware:

7 dof with force feedback actuators

Gripper with force-sensitive touch sensors 

Joint angle encoders

Dual cameras mounted around head

� Software: numerous modules Linux/PVM

Vision: capture, segmentation, face detect,

region permanence, @ 20fps

Motor: parametrized routines

Speech recognition / synthesis

� Environment: table/objects/human

� Goal: Conversational Helping Hand



GSM Hierarchical Structure

Desiderata:

I) Reflect the natural hierarchy 

that is inherent in human languages

(agents, bodies, body parts, and properties)

Also, mental realm and interface!

II) Enable bidirectionality between sense-language

Layer 1: Stochastic (Multi-valued)

Sensory-derived measurements. Ability to:

Remember the spread and confidence

Lower our confidence when outdates

Actively drive acquisition

Layer 2: Continuous (Single-Valued)

Action control parameters.

Also for simulation-based reasoning

Layer 3: Categorical

Interface with natural language. 

Distribution over categories.

Examples… and moments/events!



GSM Operation



Example Contents of GSM
At time = 137 (present)

� Agent #1 (“I”)

� Physical:

Compound Object with 5 objects (body parts)

Object #1: (“head”)

Property #1: (“position”)
Layer #1 (Stochastic):   Circular Gauss. Mix G1{m=(1.5,1.89,2), s=2}, G2{…}

Layer #2 (Continuous): (1.6, 1.85, 2.05)

Layer #3 (Categorical): #7 (“At the center”)

Property #2: (“pose”)

…

Object #2: (“neck”)

…

� Interface:

Viewpoint: R eye center (1.4, 1.89, 2.1), viewdir (-14deg, 5deg, 0deg) 

Mover: Head Motor: attachment point (1.5, 1.89, 1.8), rot axis: (…)

…

� Mental:

Goals:

Estimated GSM: (what Robot believes Robot’s GSM contents are)

…

� Agent #1 (“You”)

� Physical:…

� Interface:…

� Mental:

…Estimated GSM: (what Robot believes human’s GSM contents are)



GSM Algorithms

Notation

Stochastic Layer (L1):

Continuous-variable M-dimensional distribution

p(x), where x is an M-dim vector

Might be approximated by discrete-variable M-dimensional distribution,

with N1 x N2 bins, covering the expected range of values

(rectangular bins by default – other partitions possible too)

Categorical Layer (L3):

Discrete-variable 1-dimensonal distribution

P(C), where C belongs to 1…N

Continuous Layer (L2):

xcont = M-dimensional vector, continuous-valued

Classifier:

Function C = F(x) 

where C is integer 1…N, and x is M-dimensional vector

(i.e. Verbal Category C = F(measurement value x)

might be explicitly known, or realized as neural net, SVM, nearest-neighbor etc.)



GSM Algorithms

Operational Cycle
Basic Cycle

InitL1L2L3

DoForever {

If (incoming sensory data)

Senses-to-L1

L1-to-L2

L1-to-L3

Else If (incoming speech data)

Words-to-L3

L3-to-L1

L1-to-L2

Else (no incoming data – diffuse)

Diffuse-L1

L1-to-L2

L1-to-L3

Endif

If (incoming request for words)

L3-to-words

Else If (incoming request for action parameter)

L2-to-actionparams

Endif

}

Distribution across modules

VISOR and PROPRIOCEPTOR: 

contribute sensory data

IMAGINER :

contributes speech data

INQUIRER and REMEMBERER:

create words and action parameters

GSM :

diffuses data that have not been updated



GSM Algorithms

Main routines
L1-to-L3) Stochastic-to-Categorical feeding process

For C=1…N (i.e. iterate through verbal categories)

P(C) = Integral of p(x) over those x-values such that F(x) = C

(In the case of discrete-variable binned approximation to p(x), 

this integral can be simply approximated by iterating over all bins,

and summing the probability contribution of only those bins

whose center x indeed gives F(x) = C for the particular verbal 

category C under consideration, i.e.

sum = 0

For I1 = 1…N1 //(iterate over bins)

For I2 = 1…N2

…

If F(center(I1, I2, …) )==C

sum = sum + p(I1,I2,…)

endif

…

Next I2

Next I1

P(C) = sum

)

Next C

L3-to-L1) Categorical-to-Stochastic feeding process

For C=1…N (i.e. iterate through verbal categories)

Either:

1) Non-informative prior

Distribute P(C) over p(x) for those x-values such that F(x) = C,

so that the integral of p(x) over those x-values is equal to P(C)

(One reasonable choice of how to distribute: distribute uniformly,

i.e. set p(x) for those x-values such that F(x) = C equal 

to  P(C) / Area(region of x’s such that F(x) = C)  

In the case of discrete-variable binned approximation to p(x):

Find number of bins such that F(center(I1,I2,…)) = C, and call it Nc

And then for those bins assign p(I1,I2,…) = P(C)/Nc, i.e.

(of course the code found below can be optimized much more!)

Nc = 0

For I1 = 1…N1 //(iterate over bins)

For I2 = 1…N2

…

If F(center(I1, I2, …) )==C

Nc=Nc+1

endif

…

Next I2

Next I1

For I1 = 1…N1

For I2 = 1…N2

…

If F(center(I1, I2, …) )==C

p(I1,I2,…) = P(C) / Nc

endif

…

Next I2

Next I1



GSM Algorithms:

Temporal Model Construction

� Moments:

Just copy and index current contents!

No filtering/consolidation yet.

� Events:

Event classifiers take input from GSM contents

Currently hand-coded, future HMM / CFG’s etc.

Continuously updated “live” events

<type> <participants> <time0> <time1> <parameters>



GSM Algorithms:

Spoken Language Processing

� Transcript parsing: Keyword-based semantic frames

Speech-act type classification

Tense determination

Description extraction

� Object referent resolution:

Body-part / attributive descriptions

Singular / Plural

Disambiguating questions

� Temporal referent resolution:

Recency criterion, time of description

Object  should exist for action

� Speech generation:

Decision trees / templates



Theory:

GSM-Based Agent Models

Representations:

R1) Present Situation model: known world 

(not only physical necessarily)

R2) Internal state (goals, affect)

R3) Past states/situations (includes events)

R4) Future predictions

R5) Action list

Processes:

P1) Sensor-to-SituationModel process

P2) SituationModel-to-InternalState proc.

P3) Storage/Maintenance of Past process 

(includes event recognition)

P4) Future Prediction Generation process

P5) Action Selection Process 

(SituationModel-to-action table or planner)

Also: further breakdown! And more arrows…

Present

Situation

(R1)

Future

(R4)

Past

(R3)

Goals etc.

(R2)

Sensors

Effectors

P3

Action List

(R2)

P4

P
1

P5

AGENT

WORLD



Implementation:

GSM Modular Architecture

Situation Model:
Holds the current GSM state

Broadcasts contents to other modules

Processes requests for object 

creation/deletion/updates

Visor, Proprioceptor, Imaginer: 
Modality-specific modules

Listen to GSM, propose changes

Inquirer: 
Answers questions about present

Acts on objects described through

the present

Rememberer:
Holds “event” lists 

Resolves temporal referents etc,



Current Performance

� How should we evaluate such a system?

� Quantify performance of components

(error analysis for vision, speech, parsing…)?

� Subjective evaluations by humans – or behavioral corpus?

� None of the referred papers contain quantitative evaluations

� Using human behavioral tests

� What counts as cheating and what doesn’t?

� The Token Test for Children (DiSimoni ’78):

• Used to assess language skills of young children

• Evaluates basic language-to-world mapping skills

� Our system can do more!

� Answering, Remembering, Imagining!



The Token Test



Detailed Example

of Performance

H: “There is a blue object at the left!”

[utterance routed, categorical layer fed through imaginer]

H: “What color is the one at the left?”

R: “Blue”

H: “How big is the one at the left?”

R: “I have no idea”

[later, after seeing it, it would answer: “It is small”]



Detailed Example 

of Performance

H: “Look at the blue object!”

[target position taken from continuous layer]

[visual evidence fed through stochastic layer]

H: “What size is the blue one?”

R: “Small”

H: “Where was the red one when your head started moving?”

[rememberer resolves temporal referent]

R: “Most probably at the top”



Part III: Finale



Future directions

� Richer shapes, active sensing

� Also richer spatial relations! (containment, support)

� Full representation of mind of others

� Full embedded GSM (not only viewpoint of others)

� Encode differences in beliefs, do language planning

� Need eye tracking, later also action recognition

� Action planning and goals

� Also affective state

� Intention recognition for others

� Pass all of the Token Test, learning…

� General “minimal” GSM design methodology

Basic architecture easily expandable…



Conclusion

The ultimate purpose:

Let’s make Ripley and his relatives 

more useful and more fun to interact with...

And let’s learn much more about semantics and cognition

on the way!

GSM’s were very helpful so far…

For more information, videos etc.:

www.media.mit.edu/~nmav



Appendix:

Current Behavioral Repertoire

The system responds to 

the following utterance classes:

1. Questions:

(present/past)

<question> is/are the <obj des>

<question> was/were the <obj des> when <event des>

2. Action requests: 

(referent description in present/past)

<action> the <obj des>

<action> the <obj des> when <event des>

3. Imaginer request: 

Imagine/There is a <obj des>

4. Location-centered “look at”: 

Look at <location>

5. Viewpoint: 

<action> the one on my/your left/right

6. Basic mode switching:

Wake up, sleep, relax, look at me/the table

Types:

<question> belongs to {where, how big, what color}

<action> belongs to {touch, pick up, hand me, look at} 

<obj des> contains <size> <color> <object> <locus>

<event des> contains <actor> <event type>

<size> belongs to {small, medium, large} 

<color> belongs to {red, green, blue} 

<locus> belongs to {center, left, right, top, bottom} 

<actor> is either an <obj des> or <agent part>

<agent part> belongs to {my, your} × {head, arm} 

<event type> belongs to {appeared, disappeared, 

started moving, stopped moving, 

came in view, came out of view}
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